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About This Game

In a tortured world inhabited by bloodthirsty monsters, one man rises up to prevent the annihilation of the human race!
Alien zombies have landed, and from their tripods they are overseeing the destruction of humanity!

Armed with your sniper rifle, a single EMP device for use as a last resort, and new time-control technology wrested from the
invaders, your mission is to purify the zones that the resistance movement has identified as strategic!

But the aliens will soon realize what's happening and will try to destroy the purification device at all costs… You will have to
stand against the hordes of mutants that they will throw into the fray in their attempt to destroy the device... and you with it. You

will therefore be called on to risk your life to protect the purifier - the fate of humanity depends on it!

You must make careful use of your temporal module to briefly slow down time, and of your single emergency EMP device to
destroy enemies in the zone, if you are to have any hope of surviving this apocalypse.

The operation to reconquer the planet has begun and now the time has come to send the invaders back to whatever
hellhole they came from!

A fast-paced game where success depends on your sniping abilities and level-headedness

8 different zones to protect if you are to save humanity
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Mutant zombies from space, out for your blood!

Now go have some fun - after all, it's only the end of the world!

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Special thanks to :

UI Master : Van Der Straeten James
Artist : Amanda Goengrich
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Do you like Gradius? Then grab this game. Lots of powerful weapons and subweapons, cool enemies and levels with lots of tight
areas to dodge through with cool boss fights at the end of each level. It's good stuff.. 5 out of 5! Great game if you are into
MMA.

I would like to see is some more announcers voice overs and can't wait until Online comes out!. Edit: I just found out that this
game does have pvp in the form of duels and guild wars. I will add more to this review if I discover new things. This game feels
and plays a lot like Final Fantasy XI the more I think about it.

Edit 2: They've fixed the windows 8-10 compatibility issues (for the most part) and they've added an anticheat to keep those
lowlife cheats out of a game they have no business playing (if they can't play it fairly, they don't belong). I have another
comparison to make too, if you like games like Diablo this game can satisfy that itch with no problem.

This game is free, it's pve [edit: plus duels and guild wars] and there is no pay to win . Yes, it does have some compatibility
issues due to it's age but they have since added some fixes to allow windows 8-10 users to play the game smoothly.. This game is
perfect for those with low end pcs who want a fun mmo, with a focus on pve. The dialogue is bad, and the quests are a little
confusing but not hard to ascertain what you need to do [edit: but the quests are completely optional, the game is more open
ended than linear]. I think the people giving this game a bad review are mostly childish, don't know much about playing older
games, or even how to review a game properly. You can't really review something you haven't played. Get it to work, then
review it. I give this 8/10 [formely 7/10] because its a good game for it's apparent age and still holds up against other games in
the genre. I challenge the other reviewers to give this game a second chance and give an honest review. No one wants to hear
about how you are not willing to toggle windows settings. I also encourage you to try this game, give it a chance and you will be
rewarded.. I'd like to just recommend this video, with out having to post a review..mkay?!
Let me know if that's possible.. Makers milked it for all its worth, left the moment they got some money. I payed 22 cents and
still feel ripped off. Everyone else who paid $15 for a dead game with no multiplayer... :claugh: HA. Well I'm a fan of
minimalism and my last name starts with VOI, which happen the be the 3 simplest shapes, so I may be subjective when I say
that it's not at all a bad game.. An excellent hacking game that reminds me of the fun I had when I played Uplink. I love that it
tries to emulate a shell, it has a pretty decent story, and some of the puzzles are almost ARG-level difficulty. With that said, it
does suck that it is mostly linear gameplay, so not much room for replayability once you've gone through it.. Great for quick
Town Bulding but, the stair railing arnt work able niether is the bridge.. A wonderful Nancy Drew. Pretty much a twist on Mean
Girls. 10\/10 will play again.
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Lame lame lame. No joystick support in a flying game. Wow, just wow. Refund, thx. How did this ever end up on my game
list?. Just could not get on with the control system for the game. It seems counter-intuitive, or at least, ill thought out. To be
honest, that made it so hard (for me) to play the game, that its hard to tell whether there is a good game hidden underneath. I
guess for those able to persist with the controls, you will be rewarded,
I hope that the dev will look at this in future updates, and this may be a game I have another look at in a few months time. But
for now, I can't recommend it.. Rogue is just like black flag, but with a different story!. This is a cool game, but still too many
problems need to fix. I hope the author will fix these issues soon, and I will give this game another chance.

Issues:
1. Awful airplane control and simulation. It's hard to take off an airplane, and also hard to control the direction.
2. Awful performance, after you fire some artillery, the particle effects will kill your brain.
3. Awful camera control, I can not move the center of the camera, so it's hard to build a huge object.
4. Still need more stable blocks, which won't cracked *easily*.
. I can hardy find items because of bad quality, low resolution and dark background graphics but puzzles overall not bad. game
is not as enjoyable as similar hog games in Steam.. (26.01.2018)
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\u2610 Kids
\u2610 Adults
\u2611 Everyone
\u2610 Tryhards

\u2505\u00a6 \u30c4 Difficulty \u00a6\u2505
\u2611 Easy
\u2610 Mediun
\u2610 Easy to learn but Hard to master
\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Very Hard

\u2505\u00a6 \u06de Game length \u00a6\u2505
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\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2505\u00a6 \u03df Bugs \u00a6\u2505
\u2610 Game itself is one BIG bug
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 No bugs that is destroying the fun
\u2611 Nothing. Super fun concept, great music!. If you like PNC adventure games, you might like this. It is mostly in 2.5D.
The puzzles were just right: hard enough to be amusing but easy enough to avoid frustrating you. The story is a little slow at
first, but gets interesting about half-way through. There are bits of voice acting at the beginning and at the end, but for most of
the game you get the dialog by reading text. I got it on sale for about $3 and I feel I got my money's worth in entertainment.. It's
fun at first, but it gets really addictive and now after the update they want you to pay for things.
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